
LAAC: Weekly Leadership Update
September 9, 2018

Agenda
1. North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements

o No discussion questions.
2. North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework

o We want to better vet the specific elements of a performance frameworkto generate an 
agreed-upon perspective in terms of what the charter community wants, what we could 
live with, and our hard lines.. Should we consider forming an optional LAAC sub-
committee or Policy Working Group to tackle this (along with charter renewal criteria 
issues); should we re-instate the authorizing and oversight working group since Jose is 
asking about bringing the Applicable Policies group back together? 

o Should we consider bringing our negotiation framework to the full LAAC for a vote in 
October?

o In light of Jose’s call to EP Friday afternoon, should we consider engaging in a restarted 
applicable policies group? 

o What questions do you want us to try and answer as you seek to make this decision 
(weighing pros and cons), etc. 

3. North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight

o Do you want to personally review and provide feedback on the oversight rubric? We 
plan to share with Green Dot, KIPP, and Alliance, and potentially with the entire former 
Oversight working group. 

4. Ad-Hoc North Star: BD5 Representation

o No discussion questions.
5. Legislative Advocacy

o FYI: School start time bill, impacting charter MS and HS, moves to Governor’s desk.
6. Strike Preparedness

o We plan to coordinate an all-member call this Wednesday to preview whatever is 
appropriate re Austin’s speech if seems appropriate, or to just give an update on strike 
logistics. Should we share any of this with the broader LAAC before then?

o Should we be prepared to roll out the strike declaration immediately prior to Austin’s 
speech? If so we need to start collecting remaining signatures ASAP, and can use 
Wednesday’s call to kick that off. 

7. Additional Updates: LAAC Priority SMART Goals
o Can we reserve time on Wednesday, 9/12, to discuss the SMART goals in greater 

depth since we will want to present them to the whole LAAC?  If so, what time(s) 
works best for you?

8. Additional Updates: Working Groups
o Should we reinstate our existing working groups? We recommend doing so for two 

reasons: 1) especially on renewal and oversight work, we have items where we need 
feedback; 2) Jose may be reaching out to others re the applicable policies working 
group and we want to maintain our influence and control of that group’s efforts. 

9. Additional Updates: September LAAC Meeting Agenda and Planning
o What are your thoughts on the proposed agenda (attached), including order of items:

 Vote: Approve 2018-19 Priority SMART Goals (40 min)
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 Discussion: LAUSD-UTLA Labor Negotiations/Strike Prep Declaration (10 min)
 Vote: Renewal Criteria Collective Action (15 min)
 Discussion: Board District 5 Update and PAC Representation (10 min)
 Discussion and Guest: Rebecca Kockler (45 min)

o Where would you like to hold the post-LAAC small group meeting with Rebecca Kockler? 
CCSA? Offsite, but nearby (e.g., Demitasse, Starbucks, Far Bar?)

o What are your thoughts on a “plan B” for the 9/18 LAAC meeting agenda should Rebecca 
cancel  last  minute?   Should  we  just  allocated  more  time  to  the  other  priorities, 
especially the SMART goals?

10. Additional Updates: October LAAC and Regional Meeting Coordination
o Should we coordinate regional meeting on same date as October LAAC meeting?

o If so, thoughts on timing?  LAAC meeting is currently scheduled for 10/11 from 
2:00-4:00pm. We suggest moving the regional meeting to 10-12, pausing and 
then hosing regional meeting from 1-4 like we did last year. 

o Should we coordinate Austin Buetner and potentially Richard Vladovic as gues speakers 
for the meeting?for the regional and/or October LAAC meeting? If yes, who can reach 
out?

11. Additional Updates: CAO Roundtable
o Cassy will send a follow-up email this week to discuss next steps. 

Pre-Reading

North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements
Create a formal and sustainable system for long-term facilities use agreements between LAUSD and 
charter schools beginning in the 2019-20 school year, where long-term is defined to be petition co-
terminus or longer, by establishing a clear change in facilities policy.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is finalizing work plans to include SMART goals, but anticipates a strategy centered 

around consistent grasstops, grassroots, and media pressure to influence district-level 
policy change prior to the Prop. 39 application deadline on November 1, but recognize 
that the final strategy is determinative upon the District’s legal position on viable paths 
forward (Prop 39 and otherwise.) Additionally we will continue our the multi-pronged 
approach outlined in our facilities proposal which include clear facilities data, Prop. 39 
oversight, and a paradigm shift in the allocation of facilities.

 What Happened Last Week:
o We  learned  from  Sara  Angel  (BD4)  that  the  District’s  general  counsel  office  has 

completed  its  written  memo  outlining  its  position  on  paths  forward  to  long-term 
facilities use agreements.  BD4 has not yet reviewed, but will do so next week (9/10-
9/14).

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will  schedule a meeting with the BD4 office (likely early in the week of 9/17 to  

discuss  long-term  use  agreements  and  other  LAAC  priorities,  along  with  all  other 
“friendly” board offices. 
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o We will  seek to  determine the substantive content and district  positions  outlined in 
general counsel memo to factor into our planning. 

 Working Group Updates:
o No working group updates at this time, but we do need to determine how we structure 

and use working groups this year. 

North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework
In the absence of updated statewide criteria, secure LAUSD charter renewal criteria that prioritizes 
student academic outcomes and – only when necessary – considers multiple measures but does not 
substitute academic achievement with non-academic outcome measures of limited value.
Secure a performance framework that lays the foundation for system-wide school improvement through 
a similar focus on student academic achievement. At a minimum, charter renewal criteria will remain 
protected as LAUSD adopts a performance framework for all public schools.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is developing work plans now, which align with the SMART goals we have shared 

this week for E & C to review. 
 What Happened Last Week:

o Performance Framework Working Group met. It appears District staff is leading from a 
point of treating the Dashboard as a template for a framework. This has a few benefits 
(prioritizing data that is already collected) but has obvious shortcomings that we 
communicated, particularly around the absence of student growth measures. We have 
taken this information back to our SPAR team to strategize on next steps. 

o We are now aware of two renewing schools that exceed CCSA minimum renewal criteria 
standards that CSD has determined do not meet LAUSD’s interpretation of renewal 
criteria. One school has chosen to delay their vote until CAASPP data is published, and 
the other is considering doing the same. If either goes forward with a negative 
recommendation, it will provide an anchor for specific and more public advocacy in 
October.

o Multiple schools are reporting the threat of inconsistent benchmarks with the threat 
revocation if those benchmarks aren’t met. We will work to get these renewed. We see 
bad benchmarks based on the dashboard as an opportunity to use the benchmarks to 
push hard on renewal criteria.

o Jose is pushing Green Dot and Granada to remove CCSA’s framework from their 
petitions, but not others. We are asking schools to hold firm and will push back hard if 
the CSD doesn’t oblidge. 

o We are finalizing a draft of a collective letter that could be used to make our case on 
renewal criteria advocacy, which we would likely vote on at the upcoming LAAC meeting, 
pending your approval. 

o Jose and Francis reached out to Emilio and asked if we could reconvene the applicable 
policies working group with the addition of one District principal, so it could eventually 
work on renewal criteria. 

 What’s Happening Next Week:
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o We will provide an update on this work to all charter schools on a member call next 
week, priming them for collective action on renewal criteria. 

o We will circulate a draft collective letter for feedback E and C first prior to approval at the 
LAAC meeting. 

 Working Group Updates:
o See questions.

North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight
Fundamentally improve the authorization and oversight experience for LA charter schools and the 
relationship between authorizer and charter schools in LA by securing structural reforms at LAUSD. In 
addition, continue to monitor OIG activity as it relates to LAUSD authorized charter schools.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is finalizing work plans to include SMART goals, which have been shared with 

LAAC for review. 
 What Happened Last Week:

o We received from CSD a draft copy of  the 2018-19 oversight  rubric  and preparation 
guide and have an opportunity to provide feedback before it is issued to charter schools.  
Additionally,  we  learned  that  CSD  does  not  intend  to  do  any  oversight  visits  until 
November  or  later  (with  the  exception  of  a  couple  of  renewing  schools.)  Finally, 
Specialist Chris Humphrey is retiring in December, in case she is assigned to any of your 
schools.

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will coordinate with member schools early next week so that schools can provide 

their feedback on the draft oversight rubric, which we will aggregate and communicate 
to CSD.

 Working Group Updates:
o No working group updates at this time. We will recalibrate along with other LAAC 

working groups as this working group may be critical to reinstate on short order

Ad-Hoc North Star: BD5 Representation
Maintain a kids-first local authorizing environment by securing: 1) interim appointment of a 
representative who supports the Superintendent and aligned board members; and 2) A special election 
primary in March; 3) LAAC alignment with a PAC.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is working with CCSA’s Civic Affairs team to prepare for the March 5 primary 

election, and exploring a strategy around a temporary appointment.
 What Happened Last Week:

o This week, we learned from board offices that they do not plan to pursue appointment 
to the vacant BD5 seat without substantial community urging. To that end, CCSA’s LA 
organizing team led efforts to create and disseminate a petition, supported by Parent 
Revolution and SpeakUp. Over 600 people have signed the petition, and parents will 
present it at the September 11 board meeting. 
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o We are also meeting with the candidates exploring a run and selectively moving 
candidates through our internal processes. We are coordinating school visits with 
Heather Repenning while she considers whether to pursue the seat – her desire to keep 
her job at the City until late December may preclude her from running. 

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We are coordinating stakeholders for the September 11 board meeting, continuing to 

meet with candidates, and sharing information about candidates internally. 
 PAC Updates:

o We will launch recruitment for the PAC in the upcoming weeks. 

Additional Updates

Legislative Advocacy: We will be working next week to set up and E & C call with Carlos regarding our 
legislative work. 

 Update: SB 328 moved to the Governor’s desk. It requires all public MS and HS to start school no 
later than 8:30am starting in 2021 (or later if a collective bargaining agreement is in place). The 
bill is widely opposed by education groups but was pushed forward based on the political 
strength of the author, Anthony Portantino (D – East SFV / San Gabriel Valley), who is the 
incoming chair of the Senate Appropriations committee. For political reasons, we needed to stay 
out of the fight on this bill, but we recognize that schools are impacted and have a range of 
opinions on the matter. We have provided guidance on how to best influence the Governor to 
schools who are impacted and may oppose the bill. Keith can provide more details for you or 
your teams if you are interested in opposing.

Strike Prep: 
We are supporting E & C and Jed in moving Austin’s speech to a better place where we are not setting 
a precedent that charters can be bargained, and also not leading with a message from LAUSD that 
charters are not transparent. We are considering sharing this information with members next week if 
appropriate to pre-empt concerns since we have been involved, and also whether it will be an 
appropriate time to collect signatures for and send our strike declaration.

Our analysis indicates that, given the mediation calendar, the earliest date by which contract disputes 
can be declared as unresolved, opening the door to a strike, is November 11. However, job actions like 
picketing or sickouts can take place in the intervening period. We also heard confidentially from the 
Superintendent’s office that they are working to strike a deal with SEIU so that all schools would actually 
stay open, but don’t want to share that publicly since concerns around students are part of Austin’s 
leverage. 


